Weighted norm inequalities for the Bochner-Riesz operator at the critical index j(n -1) are investigated. We also give some weighted norm inequalities for a class of singular integral operators introduced by Fefferman and Namazi.
Introduction and statements
The Bochner-Riesz operators in Rn are defined as {T«fr{x) = {l-R2\x\2)if{x) and the associated maximal operator is defined as T%f{x) = sup \T?f{X)\ R>0 for X > 0, where ? denotes the Fourier transform. It is well known by the works of Carleson and Sjölin [4] , Fefferman [8, 9] , Tomas [19] , and Christ [6] that T[ is bounded on U{Rn) if and only if \\/p -1/2| < (1 + 2X)/2n provided X > 0 in dimension 2 and X> {n-l)/2{n + 1) in dimension greater than two. Rubio [16] and Hirschman [12] studied the weighted norm inequality for the Bochner-Riesz operator T[ and showed that T[ is bounded on L2{\x\a) provided \a\ < I + 2X < n. In 1988 Andersen [1] gave a sufficient condition and a necessary condition on radial weight u>(|x|) such that the inequality for all feL2{\x\a) provided 0 < a < min(2, 2X) < n-1 and {Rj}f=x being a Hadamard lacunary sequence, i.e., limJ^oo{Rj+x/Rj) > 1 . In addition we can reduce almost everywhere convergence of the operator T* to some maximal inequality. In [14] Lu proved Theorem L [14] . Let 0 < X < \{n -1), 0 < a < min ( where supremum is taken over all cubes with center x and sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Hence a result of Muckenhoupt [11] showed that T^ is bounded on Lp{w) provided w e Ap , i.e., (\Q\~X j w{x)dx\ (\Q\~X f wixT^-K' dx\ < C holds for all cubes Q c R" with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and some C independent of Q. Then a natural question is whether T,*_,w2 is bounded on Lp{w) provided w e Ap and 1 < p < oo. In this paper we prove Theorem 1. Let 1 < p < oo and w e Ap . Then j\T(*n_X)/2f{x)\pw{x)dx < C j\f{x)Yw{x)dx.
We also observe that Tx_X),2f can be written as jh{\y\)\y\-"f{x-y)dy, Therefore the weighted norm inequality for T*n_i,,2 is closely related to the one for the operator introduced by Fefferman [9] and Namazi [15] . Now let us write the operator introduced by Fefferman and Namazi precisely. Let h G L°°{[0, oo)) and Q be an integrable function on the unit sphere Sn~x having mean zero, i.e., /5"_, Cl{x)da{x) = 0, da is the standard measure on There are many works about the operators To and T* (see [5, 7, 15, 17, 18] , etc.). Namazi [15] proved that To is a bounded operator on LP{R") for all 1 < p < oo when Q. e Lq{S"~x) for some q > 1 , Chen [5] proved that T* is also a bounded operator on LP{R") when Q. G Lq{S"~x) for some q > 1 , and the second author [18] proved that Cl e Llog+ L{S"~X) (resp. L{log+ L)3/2{S"~X)) is a sufficient condition such that To (resp. T*) is a bounded operator on L2{R"). As weighted norm inequalities for the operators To and T*, Duoandikoetxea and Rubio [7] proved that T* and Tq are bounded operators on Lp{w) provided 1 < p < oo, w e Ap, and
ÇleL°°{Sn-x).
In this paper we prove the following with the complex interpolation method. Hence we prove Duoandikoetxea and Rubio's result in another way. The above results are still interesting even when h = 1 because in [13] Q satisfies an Lr-Dini condition for some r > 1.
Some lemmas
Define the Bochner-Riesz operator Tf by
for Re z > 0 . Then we have Lemma 1 [3] . Let Rez > 0 and k = 0, 1. Then 2 úfx<Cec|lmz|(|Rez|-<:+ 1) í\f{x)\2dx
holds for a constant C independent of z.
To prove Theorem 1, we will also use and Lemma 2 holds. Lemma 3 [11] . For s G (1, oo) and w G As, there exists a positive number S such that wx+s G As.
Lemma 4 (Three-Circles Theorem). Suppose F is a bounded continuous complex-valued function on the closed strip S = {x + iy ; 0 < x < 1} that is analytic in the interior of S. If \F{iy)\ < mo and \F{1 + iy)\ < mx for all y, then \F{x + iy)\ < mx0~xm^ for all x + iy G S.
To prove Theorems 2 and 3, we need to introduce some notation and use some lemmas. Let fi c Lq{Sn~x) for some q > 1 . The proofs of Lemmas 7 and 9 are elementary and the proof of Lemma 6 is similar to the one in [5] . We omit the details here.
Proofs of theorems
Let p e {I, oo), 5G(l,oo), 0 < A < \{n -1), and q > n . Denote Notice that for every / G LP' there exist two nonnegative smooth function sequences {fx} and {f2} with compact supports such that \\fln\\p><C\\f\\p,, i =1,2, «G TV, provided 0 < Re z < n/q , w g As, and C{z) < C|Re z\ c exp(2|Im z|2). Hence f sap\Ts,ef\"{x)we^-s'^{x)dx <C ( \f{x)\pwB^p's<q\x)dx J £>0 J holds for 1 < p < oc, q > n , and w G As and Theorem 5 holds.
